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ABSTRACT 
A simple method is proposed to describe the hydrogen reemlsslon 

behavior from a reactive met*l film In which the Implanted hydrogen 
concentration may exceed the dilute solution range under some 
conditions. In this method, the conventional thermodynamic information 
for the metal system, namely, the phase diagram and the P-C-T 
(Pressure-Concentration-Temperature) relation, Is used extensively to 
determine the reemitted hydrogen flux. 

As a specific case, this method has been applied to the hydrogen 
reemlsslon from a titanium film. The predicted reemlsslon curves are 
found to have discontinuities in time corresponding to phase changes 
in the solid titanium-hydrogen system as the system proceeds to a final 
stationary state. In contrast, the corresponding hydrogen 
concentration build-up In the titanium film makes a smooth approach to 
the stationary state value. The effects of temperature (300-600K), 
titanium film thickness (10-3000 A), and incoming hydrogen flux 
(1.0x10 1 6 - 1.0x10 1 8 H atoms/cm2«sec) on the hydrogen reemission 
behavior have been investigated. The length of time required to reach 
the stationary state changes reasonably with variation in the incoming 
hydrogen flux and film thickness. This characteristic transient time 
decreases with increasing temperature up to 600K whereas in the higher 
temperature range It maximizes around 700K. The stationary state 
hydrogen concentration is found to be Independent of film thickness. 
In addition, the F-C-T (Flux-Concentration-Temperature) relation is 
derived to estimate the stationary state hydrogen concentration for a 
given flux and temperature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Surface characteristics of the first wall of magnetic fusion 

devices are widely recognized as a crucial issue affecting plasma 
behavior and cleanliness. Titanium carbide (TIC) is currently 
considered to be one of the nost promising ceramics for use as a 
coating material to Improve these wall surface characteristics. 
However, it has been found In recent studies [1-3] that titanium 
carbide is eroded either physically or chemically by hydrogen plasma 
bombardment. Due to this erosion, carbon Is preferentially depletc-d so 
that after long exposure to the hydrogen plasma, a thin tita/iium layer 
will eventually remain on the eroded surface of the titanium carbide 
coatings. It Is also true that titanium gettering has been used 
extensively for controlling impurities In many plasma confinement 
experiments [*-6]. During the gettering cycles, fresh titanium films 
are deposited and overlaid on vacuum walls of the plasma chamber. As a 
result, an appreciable portion (-80& [7]) of the surface area of 
these vacuum walls can be covered with thin titanium films. Obviously, 
surface chemical properties of the resultant wall are different from 
thos^ of the original wall, in particular with respect to absorptivity 
and desorptlvity for hydrogen isotopes. Clearly, chemical property 
changes will significantly influence the hydrogen reemission/trapplng 
behavior at the surface. 

Several experimental and numerical studies have been conducted to 
investigate hydrogen reemisslon/trapping by both reactive and 
non-reactive metals [8-10], In most of these studies, hydrogen 
diffusion Is considered to dominate the overall recycling behavior 
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based on the assumption that hydrogen diffuslvlty depends only on 
temperature. To solve the resultant diffusion equations, target metals 
are usually modelled as semi-Infinite media and Sievert's law is 
employed as a key boundary condition. A typical example of this type 
of work is that carried out by Hotston and McCracken[S]. They compared 
their computational results *lth the experimental data on the trapping 
coefficient of 16 keV deuteron by selected reactive metals: Ti, Zc, Nb, 
and Pb, all in the form of 1mn thick sheets controlled to be In the 
temperature range, 230-1000K. Their analytical method becomes invalid 
when the implanted deuterium build-up in a target becomes appreciable 
enough to induce a change In the solid phase composition of the target 
metal-hydrogen system. This invalidity was actually found In the case 
of titanium. 

Generally, Sievert's law holds as long as the dilute solution 
condition is satisfied for the metal-hydrogen system of interest[11]. 
For the titanium-hydrogen system, hydrogen concentration must be within 
that for the a-phase, which is a narrow solid-solution phase, to meet 
this condition (see fig. 1\. It is likely that the a-phase range Is 
exceeded when titanium is subjected to an Intense hydrogen incoming 
flux. For such a case one must also consider that the hydrogen 
diffuslvlty depends upon both the hydrogen concentration and the host 
lattice structure for each phase[12-H]. Furthermore, titanium films 
having a thickness of a few microns or less should not be treated as a 
semi-infinite medium because the the characteristic diffusion length, 
ĴD* (D is the dlffusivlty), is the same order of magnitude as the film 
thickness at temperatures above -50QK (see table 1). Therefore, It 
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would be extremely difficult to apply conventional diffusion methods to 
the analysis of hydrogen recycling over a thin layer of a reactive 
metal like titanium. 

These arguments clearly point to the need for a new conceptual 
approach to hydrogen recycling analysis which can be applied over the 
entire range from low to very high levels of hydrogen concentration. 
For this purpose, a quasi-thermodynamic concept is proposed in which 
thermodynamic data, specifically, the P-C-T relation and the phase 
transition data for the metal-hydrogen systemt are used in addition to 
Sievert's law to determine the reemitted hydrogen flux. The approach 
is applied to the case of hydrogen reemission behavior from a titanium 
film under conditions which can occur in magnetic fusion plasma 
experiments. 

2. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 
2.1. Quasi-Thermodynamic Concept 

Consider a metallic surface to be reacting with gaseous hydrogen 
of pressure, P, in an isolated system [15] held at the temperature, T, 
in the manner: 

M(sol.> + H 2 (gas)f=am 2 (sol.). (V 
The rate of Increase in the amount of dissolved hydrogen in the metal, 
(dx/dt), is given by 

— = V. - V (2) 
dt T r 

where Vf and V r are elemental reaction rates of forward and reverse 
directions, respectively. From the kinetic theory of gases[16], 

V f = - = ^ = (3) 
T ^SrmkT 
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where v Is the sticking coefficient and the rest of the symbols have 
their usual meaning. When this metal-hydrogen reaction system reaches 
its thermodynamic equilibrium, the following relations are 
automatically established: 

vP 
V. = V = e <*) 

T r ^2*rokT 
and 

AG = &0° - ftTlnPe = 0 • (5) 

Hare, AG and P e are the Glbb's free energy of the reaction and the 
equilibrium hydrogen pressure over the solid metal-hydrogen system! 
respectively. 

When titanium is in contact with the hydrogen plasma, 
thermodynamic equilibria predicted by both eqs. (ft) and (5) cannot be 
strictly attained because the gas-solid reaction volume is usually 
open far evacuation and because temperatures of gas and solid are 

different. However, Hlrooka [17] and Malinowski [18] found that Ti-H 
(powder with an average particle diameter of -5pm) and Ti-D (films 
with a thickness of about -O-lpm) systems, respectively, reached 
quasl-thermodynamlc equilibrium during the desorption process in an 
open reaction volume at temperatures around 550K. The 
quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium was such that the observed desorption 
rate Is given by eq. (4), in which P e is obtained from the 
thermodynamic pressure-concentration-temperature (P-C-T) relation for 
the titanium-hydrogen (deuterium) system. It is also pointed out in 
both there studies that the hydrogen desorption rate might not be 
limited by bulk diffusion because neither the powder particle size nor 
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the film thickness are appreciable compared with the characteristic 
hydrogen diffusion length at these temperatures. 

hpplylng this quasl-thermodynamlc concept to the hydrogen 
reemission from a reactive metal film exposed to a hydrogen plasma, the 
following rat., equation can be obtained: 

2 vPJCJ) 
± = (l-b(E)) 3 - e (6) 
dt ° ^2nmkT 

where 3 0 is the incident hydrogen particle flux, and b(E) is the 
backscattering coefficient determined by the incident hydrogen energy, 
E. The term, C, is the average hydrogen concentration In the titanium 
film. The hypothetical equilibrium pressure, P e, is a function of 
both C and T. These three parameters are related by the P-C-T data for 
the metal-hydrogen system. The reemission ratio, R, is defined as 

2 vPJC,T> 
R (t) = e (7) 

3^2*<nkT 
where 

3 = 3o(l-b(E)J . (6) 

2.2. Application Criteria 
It is important to point out general criteria under which the 

quasl-thermodynamlc concept can be applied to hydrogen recycling 
analysis. As the primary criterion, a reactive metal film in contact 
with hydrogen plasma is required to be on some non-reactive substrate. 
Because generally non-reactive metals and alloys (Ho, W , stainless 
steel, TIC, etc.) have considerably lower hydrogen dlffusivlty and 
solubility compared with those for reactive metals (Ti, Nb, I T , Pd, 
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etc.), one may assume no significant hydrogen flow across the 
film-substrate interface. The net Incoming hydrogen flux deposited on 
the reactive metal film is thus given simply by integration of the 
projectile range distribution profile with respect to the film 
thickness. 

As the second criterion, the hydrogen diffusivity expected In the 
reactive metal film at temperatures of Interest is required to be large 
so that the bulk diffusion might not be the rate-limiting step of the 
reemlssion process. This means that the reactive metal film Is not 
thick enough to be a semi-infinite diffusion medium. Due to the high 
hydrogen diffusivity, the initial range distribution of the implanted 
hydrogen will be rapidly homogenized throughout the film thickness. 
The resultant uniform hydrogen concentration, C, is considered to 
determine the phase composition of the solid metal-hydrogen system and 
the equllbrlum pressure, Pe(C,T>, at a given temperature, T. Under 
these conditions, the incoming hydrogen energy, E, which determines the 
initial hydrogen distribution and the backscattcrlng coefficient, b(E), 
is no longer a significant parameter. For convenience, the net 
incoming hydrogen flux, 3, is varied as a parameter in the present 
analysis. 

The effect of oxide impurities on the quasi-thermodynamlc process 
should be discussed since reactive metals often form stable oxides [19] 
in addition to their hydrides In hydrogen desorptlon experiments 
[17,18], the quasi-thermodynamic equilibria were established under 
vacuum conditions where some titanium oxides might be 
stable. It follows that the oxide or impurity problems are not 
significant In terms of establishing quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium. 
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Under strong reducing atmospheres such as a hydrogen plasma 
environment, these reactive metal oxides will be destabilized. As an 

example, consider the reducing reaction of T10 2 by thermal neutral 
atomic hydrogen, H, which is one of the constituents, In the edge 
plasma region of magnetic fusion devices [20] t 

Tj0 2 + W = Ti + 2H 20, iC (9) 

where flC° is the standard Gibb's free energy of the reaction. Using 
the data -nlleeted in 3ANAF [19] yields 

- 361 < &G* < - 251 (k3) 

for the temperature range 400-1000K. These large negative values of 
AG" suggest that the reaction (S/ is likely to occur under conditions 
where low water vapor pressure is expected. As a result, we assume 
that quasi-thermodynamic equilibrium will be established during 
desorption because cf the destabilizatlon of the oxide layer by the 
incident hydrogen plas.na flux. 

Finally, lattice defects such as vacancies and voids can alter the 
ordinary hydrogen mobility and solubility in metals. It was found for 
the Ti-H systemUl,2Z] ihat fast neutron (E > IMeV) radiation damage 
increased the hydrogen absorption rate by W-50% and the hydrogen 
solubility by a few percent, in the temperature range 723-S93K. An 
altered P-C-T relation was also reported for the neutron irradiated 
Tl-H system. In the case of 310 stainless steel <310SS)[23], the 
neutron radiation damage was found to reduce the hydrogen diffusivity 
by 60% and the hydrogen solubility by two orders of magnitude over the 
temperature range, *53-633K. Wilson and Baskes[10] attempted to 
explain the delayed deuterium desorption from 316S3 by adding a term to 
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account for the effect of radiation-Induced trapping sites to the 
diffusion equation. To apply the quasl-thermodynamlc concept to the 
case where radiation damage due to the incident hydrogen plasma 
particles is significant, one should prepare the suitable P-C-T and L 

F phase transition data for the damaged metal-hydrogen system. j 
In the case of titanium, the criteria for applicability of the 

j 
quasi-thermodynamic approach will be satisfied In three Important 
cases: (1) a thin titanium film is formed on the eroded surface of • 
TIC or TIO2 after prolonged "exposure to a hydrogen plasma; (2) thin 
titanium films are produced directly, as In the case of gettering the 
walls of plasma confinement chambers. Structural materials for the • 
chamber walls are generally non-reactive metals such as stainless ! 
steel; (3) a titanium film imbedded with tritium is used as a solid 
target for a deuteron beam in a neutron source facility [2*]. A copper 
substrate is employed for this purpose. For this case one must ; 
consider the effect of the radiation damage due to both deuteron and j 
neutron on the themodynamic properties of the Tl-D, T system. ' 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Thermodynamic Data Treatment 

The rate equation (6) is of the form which can be numerically 
solved by the Runge-Kutta method. To obtain the numerical solution, It 
is necessary to interpolate the conventional P-C-T data for the Tl-H 
system so that when the hydrogen concentration, C, and the temperature, 

i T, are specified, the equilibrium hydrogen overpressure, P e(C,T), can j 
be determined uniquely. 



From the data reported by HcQulllan[24], the equilibrium hydrogen 
pressures tor the a and p phases are given by 

P a(C,T) = *C 2 exp IQo/m (10) 
and 

PS(C,T) = kC 2 exp (XCV) exp {Q 0(1-IJC5)/RT} , (11) 

respectively! Values of the parameters are given in ref. [25], 
Although the corresponding expression for the (e+8) phase is not 
available, it is reasonable to assume that the equallbrlum hydrogen 
pressure for this two-phase region is given by a linear relation 
determined by two phase boundary points: 

pJ C;,<T),T)-PjC h(T),T) 
P a + e(C,T) = -21J LJL± 1 (CC.(T)]rffi(Cb(T),T) (12) 

a + B C a{T>-C b(T) 
where C a(T) and C^(T) are the hydrogen concentration at the <* -
(a+g) and the (a+fi) - B phase boundaries, respectively, both of which 
depend on temperature. For the («+y) and (S+T) phases, the expressions 

P a +Y< C» T' = Pa(Ca<T),T) (13) 
aid 

Pe + Y(C,T) = Pp(Cc(T),T) (1*) 
can be obtained from the phase rule [11], where C C(T) is the hydrogen 
concentration at the fl - (P+T) phase boundary. Finally, for the 
Tf-phase (the hydride phase of Tif^), the following relation is used 
under the assumption that the equilibrium hydrogen pressure approaches 
to P s at of 101.3kPa(1 atm) at the saturation hydrogen concentration, 
C s a t » Of 63.3 at *[25]s 

1 O 9 [ P ^ V ( C H < T » » T ) J " ^g[P„ h] 
1 O 9 [ V C ' T ) ] • o )i i l r c s a t ^ ^ ] - i o g [ c 5 a t ] ) + i o g [ P s a t 3 
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where C,j(T) Is the hydrogen concentration at the (O+Y) •* Y and the 
(e+y) - Y phase boundaries. 

The phase boundary data are also Modified so that when the 
temperature, T, is specified, the phase boundary hydrogen 
concentrations, C a(T), C D(T), C C(T) and C d(T) can be 
determined. At temperatures above -600K, these phase translcion data 
have well been established over the wide hydrogen concentration range 
from 0 to 63-3 at%[24]. For the lower temperature range, the o » ( W-Y) 
phase boundary has been reported in the low hydrogen concentration 
range, 0.05-6.4 at%[26T. It was recognized In a previous experiment 
[17] that under quasl-thermodynamic conditions, the initial peak of the 
hydrogen desorption rate Is followed by the plateau level at 
temperatures 523-603K. This suggests that there must be the (a+y) - Y 
phase boundary somewhere near a hydrogen concentration of -50 at % in 
this temperature range. However, the (O+Y) ** Y piiase boundary has been 
reported only at temperatures below 400K[14]. In the present study, 
these experimental phase transition data points shown in fig. 1 are 
Interpolated by the Lagrange method while some points were determined 
by likely extrapolation of these reported data. This arrangement of 
phase transition data allows us to obtain a wide range of P-C-T 
information for the Ti-H system. The resultant semi-theoretical P-C-T 
relation at temperatures 300-SOOK is shown in fig. 2. 

3.2. Kinetic Data Treatment 
As one can see in eq. (£), the reemltted hydrogen flux strongly 

depends on the hydrogen sticking coefficient, v. Surveying 
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conventional data[27-29], one finds that the sticking coefficient for 
hydrogen on titanium has been measured at temperatures below -350K. 
There is essentially no data for v reported In the temperature range 
where hydrogen reemlssion Is of interest In this paper. Earlier 
experimental data for hydrogen desorption rates from T1H 2 powder[17] 
have been compared with theoretical values determined from the second 
term of sq. (6). The sticking coefficient is roughly estimated to be 
2 x 10"'' for the solid Ti-H system in the (a+Tr)-phase at temperatures 
-550K. This sticking coefficient value is an order of magnitude 
below the value of 2 x 10~ 3 reported at 34SK[2S]. This discrepency 
is not surprising because smaller sticking coefficients are generally 
found as the temperature increases. 

The two sticking coefficients obtained at 3^8 and 550K can be 
interpreted In terms of the Arrhenlus relation: 

v(T) = 3.3x10"6 exp (18.5 [kO/nwl]/RT). (16) 
The negative activation energy in this kinetic expression is not 
unreasonable since hydrogen absorption by titanium is an exothermic 
process. The sticking coefficient is assumed to be independent of 
hydrogen concentration for simplicity. The value given by eq. (16) is 
used In the present analysis, unless otherwise specified. 

3.3. Hydrogen Reemlssion 
A computer program has been developed to solve eq. (6) using the 

thermodynamic and kinetic data treatment Just described. We have then 
specifically examined the problem of hydrogen reemlssion from a 
titanium film under conditions which can occur In typical magnetic 
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fusion confinement experiments. These conditions include the hydrogen 
plasma discharge period, the operating vacuum wall temperature, and the 
net incoming hydrogen flux. The simulated plasma discharge period is 
set at 2.0 seconds, unless otherwise specified, In the present study. 
The Initial hydrogen concentration in the titanium film is assumed to 
be zero for convenience. The first applicability criterion of section 
2.2 is assumed to be satisfied. 

Under these conditions, the temperature dependence of the hydrogen 
reemisslon and the hydrogen concentration build-up behavior Is 
investigated first for the case where the net Incoming hydrogen flux 
is set at 1x10 1 7 H atoms/cmz»sec and the titanium flim thickness is 100 
A. From the hydrogen dlffusivity data cited in table 1, the second 
applicability criterion of section 2.2 is satisfied for this titanium 
film thickness when the temperature is above -300K. Because the 
phase transition behavior of the solid titanium-hydrogen system is 
significantly different above and below about 600K, the hydrogen 
reemission behavior will be shown separately for these two temperature 
ranges. 

The predicted behavior of the hydrogen reemission and the 
hydrogen concentration build-up in the titanium film In the low 
temperature range, 300-500K are shown in figs. 3-a and b, respectively, 
and the data obtained are summarized in table 2. One can see that the 
reemission ratio curves show a characteristic discontinuous 
behavior: an initial increase, a plateau level and an abrupt increase 
to reach the stationary state[15], within the given discharge period. 
In contrast, the hydrogen concentration curves show a smooth approach 
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to the respective stationary values, Cs. At this stationary state, 
the reemission ratio, R, is held at unity because the hydrogen 
concentration is time-independent. When the temperature becomes 
higher, the estimated value of C s decreases. This temperature 
dependence of C s is consistent with the thermodynamic property of the 
titanium-hydrogen system in that a higher temperature favors lower 
hydrogen solubility. Because the values of C s are those for the 
Y-phase (titanium hydride: TiHz) In this temperature range, the solid 
titanium-hydrogen system must undergo two phase changes, namely a * 

(C+T) + Y until the stationary state is attained. The characteristic 
breaks seen on the reemission curves can be found to correspond to 
these phase changes. Obviously, these high stationary hydrogen 
concentrations far exceed the dilute solution range where Slevert's law 
can hold. This evaluation qualitatively agrees with recent 
experimental results which find that titanium samples exposed to the 
hydrogen plasma contain a large amount of hydrogent7,30,31]. The time 
required to reach the stationary state, T, decreases as the 
temperature increases. This temperature dependence of T is consistent 
with that predicted by conventional diffusion methods[6,9J. After the 
simulated plasma discharge period Is over, the reemission ratio curves 
show the simple desorption rates, D, determined from the relation, D = 
R«3. As shown In previous workri7], it will take 1-2 hours before 
the hydrogen concentration returns to that for the a-phase at these 
temperatures. As such, high temperature baking appears to be necessary 
to more rapidly recover the hydrogen trapping capacity of the titanium 
film. This will be quantitative shown later. 
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The corresponding results obtained for the high temperature range 
are shown in figs. 4<-a and b, and table 2. There are more breaks In 
the remission curves than seen earlier. This is due to the frequent 
phase transitions that occur in this temperature range. At 600K, for 
example, four distinct phase changes occur as the hydrogen 
concentration proceeds to the stationary value, C s. The estimated 
value of C s decreases with increasing temperature and above 700K, the 
If-phase is no longer reached. This is consistent with the hot-wall 
concept proposed by Keller et al.[30] that the high temperature 
operation of tltanlum-gettered walls will serve to avoid surface 
flaking due to f-phase hydride precipitation. Unlike our finding in 
the low temperature range, the time required to reach the stationary 
state seems to maximize at -700K. It Is difficult to plausibly 
interpret the overall temperature dependence (300-600K) of T with a 
simple kinetic concept. This anomalous temperature dependence should 
he due to the significant difference in the phase transition behavior 
in the two temperature ranges. After the discharge period, the 
Implanted hydrogen is released quit 5 rapidly In the high temperature 
range (see the Cf values In table 1). Note that the hydrogen 
desorption curves Show characteristic discontinuous breaks similar to 
those found on the approach to the stationary state during hydrogen 
bombardment. 

These discontinuous breaks are found in existing 
experimental data on deuterium remission curves for titanium oxide and 
carbide coatings at temperatures, 300-775K[32]. However, this behavior 
has not been explicitly pointed out or explained. Also, the anomalous 
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temperature dependence of t similar to that described above was 
observed for titanium oxide coatings In this same series of experiments 
but was treated as being exceptional data within the overall catalog of 
data reported for other low-Z coating materials. [32] 

As suggested by eq. (9), the surface layer of titanium 
oxide coatings might be destabilized by the D^ bombardment up to a 
fluence of 10 1 7-to l e D atoms/cm2. Therefore, a plausible 
interpretation of the data of Erents [32] can be developed by assuming 
that a quasl-thermodynamlc equilibrium was established in the deuterium 
reeraission process from the destabilized surface layer of titanium 
oxide. Accordingly, the retained deuterium concentration within this 
surface layer Is estimated to be 40-50 at* for the stationary states 
at 575K and 775K because four discontinuities can be seen in the 
respective reemlssion curves. It is unfortunate that little attention 
was given to the hydrogen concentration build-up In the target 
materials during these conventional reemlssion experiments. 

To simulate the case where the titanium film thickness changes, 
hydrogen reemlssion behavior as a function of titanium film thickness 
has been Investigated. The titanium film thickness is varied in the 
range from 10 to 3000 A. To meet the hydrogen dlffuslvity criterion 
over the wide thickness range, the temperature is set at 500K {see 
table ^ ) , The simulated plasma discharge period and the net incoming 
hydrogen flux are assumed to be 3.0 sec and 1.0 x 1 0 1 7 M atoms/cm2.sec, 
respectively. The results are shoiwi in figs. 5-a, b and table 3. The 
time required to reach the stationary state, r, Increases with 
increasing titanium film thickness. However, the stationary hydrogen 
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concentration, C 5 Is found to be Independent of the titanium film 
thickness. In the cases where the titanium filir, thickness is 1000 and 
3000 A , the reemlssion ratios at the end of the simulated plasma 
discharge are identical although the corresponding hydrogen 
concentrations are different. This can be understood by the fact that 
the solid Tl-H systems in both cases is in the (e+Y)-phase where the 
hydrogen equilibrium pressure determining the reemltted flux is 
independent of the hydrogen concentration. 

Finally, the effect of the net incoming hydrogen flux on the 
reemission behavior is examined. The film thickness and the 
temperature are set 100 A and 500K, respectively. The results are 
shown In figs, 6-a and b, and table k. When the net incoming hydrogen 
flux Increases, the estimated value of T decreases while the stationary 
hydrogen concentration becomes higher. One sees that a larger 

concentration decrease after the plasma discharge, (C 5-Cf), is favored 
by a higher stationary hydrogen concentration in the Y-phase until the 

(O+Y)-phase is reached. 
These results can best be understood as follows: At the 

stationary state, 
P e<C s,T) = O^fS^kT/avfT) (17) 

is established from eq. (6). This relation means that when the net 
incoming hydrogen fiux, 3, and the temperature, T, are specified, the 
equilibrium hydrogen pressure, P e(C s,T), is determined. It follows 
that the stationary state hydrogen concentration, C s, can be obtained 
from the P-C-T relation shown in fig. 1. As such, It is reasonable 
that the stationary hydrogen concentration is Independent of the film 
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thickness. Using eq. (17), the F-C-T (Flux-Concentratlon-Temperature) 
relation is derived and the result is shown in fig. 7. This F-C-T 
relation allows us to predict the stationary state hydrogen 
concentration in a titanium film of any thickness when the net incoming 
hydrogen flux and temperature are specified. 

4. CONCLUSION 
A simple quasl-thermodynamic theory is developed to predict the 

hydrogen reemission behavior from a reactive metal film. To deal with 
cases where the implanted hydrogen concentration exceeds the range of 
validity for Sievert's law, the thermodynamic P-C-T relation is 
combined with the phase transition data to determine the reemitted 
hydrogen flux. The applicability criteria for this method has beer, 
described In detail. 

As an example, the method has been applied to hydrogen reemission 
from a titanium film. The predicted reemission curves show 
characteristic discontinuities until the stationary state is attained. 
These breaks have been found to correspond to the phase transitions of 
the solid Ti-H system along with the hydrogen concentration change. 
Unlike the reemission behavior, the hydrogen concentration build-up 
makes a smooth approach to the stationary value. The stationary 
hydrogen concentration Is found to be independent of the titanium film 
thickness and to decrease with increasing temperature. The F-C-T 
relation has been derived and used to evaluate the stationary hydrogen 
concentration for a given temperature and incoming hydrogen flux. The 
time required to reach the stationary f.tate, T, shows reasonable 

-18-



behavior with variation In the net incoming hydrogen flux. The time 
required to reach the stationary state, T, shows reasonable behavior 
with variation in the net Incoming hydrogen flux and film thickness. 
An anomalous temperature dependence of T Is also predicted. These 
predictions have been found to qualitatively agree with some reported 
experimental data for the titanium-plasma interactions. 

In summary, the quasl-thermodynamlc method can be applied to 
hydrogen reemlssion analysis for reactive metal films so long as the 
applicability criteria are met and were the required thermodynamic 
Information available. To fully examine the validity of this method, 
further experimental investigation is greatly anticipated. 
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS 

Fig.1: The phase diagram of the titanium-hydrogen system. The data 
shown by symbols of •,*, and • are after HcQuillan[25j, Lennlng 
et al,[2£], and Korn and Zamir [14], respectively. The points 
shown by the symbol of O are assumed by a likely extrapolation 
of these reported data. 

Fig.2: The semi-theorstical P-C-T relation for the titanium-hydrogen 
system in the temperature range from 300 to 600K. 

Fig.3: The temperature effect (300-550K) on the reemisslon behavior 
(a), and the corresponding hydrogen concentration change (b). 
The titanium film thickness of 100 A and the net incoming 
hydrogen flux of 1.0x1017 H atoms/cm2.sec ari assuired, 

FigAs The temperature effect (SOO-600K) on the reemission behavior 
(a), and the corresponding hydrogen concentration change (b). 
The titanium film thickness and the net incoming hydrogen flux 
are assumed to be identical to those for the low temperature 
range. 

Fig.5s The film thickness effect (10-3000 A) on of the reemisslon 
behavior (a), and the corresponding hydrogen concentration 
change (b). The temperature of 500K and the net incoming 
hydrogen flux of 1.0x10 H atoms/cm2.sec are assumed. 

Fig.6: The Incoming flux effect (1.0x10le - 1.0x1018 H atoms/cmz«sec) 
on the reemission behavior (a), and the corresponding hydrogen 
concentration change (b). The temperature of 500K and the 
titanium film thickness of 100 A are assumed. 

Fig.7s The F-C-T relation for the titanium film - hydrogen plasma 
system in the temperature range from 300 to 600K. 
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Table 1. Characteristic diffusion length estimated from representative 
hydrogen dlffusivity data for titanium. 

Temperature 
(K) ^Cum) (um) 

100 4.71X10"11* 1.25x10-n 6.32x10'6 

200 6.32x10"6 7.27x10'5 3.28x10"2 

300 2.42x10-3 1.31x10'2 5.16x10-l 

400 5.26x10_l ' 1.76x10-' 2.14 
500 3.35x10" : 6.34x10"1 4.92 
600 1.15 2.35 S.59 
700 2.77 4.96 4.0 
300 5.37 6.63 17.3 
900 6.98 13.3 21.6 
1000 13.6 16.6 26,3 

*) Dj = 3.0x10" 2 exp (-61.5 tk3/nwl]/RT) fcm 2/sec] (for the <*-phase 1123). 
D 2 = 1.Sx10"2 exp (-51.6 [kD/molJ/RT) [on 2 / secl (for the a-phase [13] ) . 
D3 = 1.95x10" s exp (-27.6 [kS/molJ/KT) fcm 2/sec] (for the fl-phase Wl). 
to = 0.1 [ sec ] . 
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Table 3. Titanium film thickness effect on the hydrogen reemlsslon behavior.* 

Thickness 
Reemlssslon behavior data 

t 
(sec) 

R C s 
(atx) 

C f 
(at%) 

0.090 1.0 56.8 52.4 
0.274 1.0 56.8 53.2 
0.912 1.0 56.8 54.0 
2.77 1.0 * • ' 56.8 54.7 

(3.0) (2.96x10" • " ) -57**(34.7) 34.7 
(3.0) (2.96x10- -) -57**(15.0) 15.0 

10 
30 
100 
300 
1000 
3000 

*) The net incoming hydrogen flux and the temperature are set at 1.0x10 1 7 H atoms/cm2.sec 
and 500K, respectively. The simulated plasma discharge period Is assumed to be 3.0 sec. 

»*) The stationary state hydrogen concentration values are estimated from the F-C-T relation. 
***) The values In parentheses are those at the end of the plasma discharge. 



Table k. Net Incoming hydrogen flux effect on the hydrogen reemlsslon behavior*. 

Reemisssion behavior data 
Net Hydrogen Flux 
(H atoms/cm *sec) T 

(sec) 
R Cs Cf T 

(sec) (at*) (at*) 

(2.95x10-3) -5*** (26.1) 26.0 
(1.37x10"3) -55**(51.ft) 51 A 

1.0 56.8 53.5 
1.0 57.6 53.5 
1.0 56.5 53.5 

*) The tlta-.ium film thickness and the temperature are set at 100 A and 500K, respectively. 
**) The stationary hydrogen concentration values are estimated from the F-C-T relation.. 

***) The values in parentheses are those at the end of the plasma discharge. 

1.0x10 1 6 

3.0x10 1 6 

I.OxlO17 

3.0x10l7 

1.0x10 l B 
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